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May 28, 2018 
 
Arlington County Board 
2100 Clarendon Boulevard 
Arlington, VA 22201 
 
Arlington County School Board 
1426 North Quincy Street 
Arlington, VA 22207 
 
RE: Allowing ASFS to Expand on the Buck Property is the Most Efficient Solution for All 
Concerned 
 
Dear County Board Members & School Board Members:  
 
As most of you are aware, as of the Fall of 2018, Arlington Science Focus Elementary School 
(“ASFS”) will be the only “neighborhood” elementary school that serves the eastern most 
portion of the county, the whole metro corridor area located between Clarendon and Rosslyn. 
Prior to the School Board’s decision to make Key Elementary School (“Key”) an “Option” only 
school under the revised Options and Transfers policy, ASFS shared its student population with 
Key.  However, as of this Fall, this will no longer be the case.  ASFS, which is already operating 
at 123.1% of its capacity with 6 relocatables, will now be the only neighborhood school serving 
this area.  By APS’s conservative projections, ASFS is expected to operate at 128.4% of its 
capacity in the upcoming academic school year, making it one of the most overcrowded 
elementary schools in the county.  
 
In alignment with APS’s undertaking of the Elementary School Planning Initiatives (ESPI), the 
PTA at ASFS has appointed us, a PTA Special Committee for ESPI, comprised of 
representatives from all the neighborhoods that make up the school community, to work on 
behalf of and in the interest of all the students at ASFS during this process (our “Committee”). 
We understand that as of the School Board meeting on May 17, the Superintendent 
recommended to suspend the process to consider moving schools whether they be neighborhood 
or option schools until a later to be determined date.  In the meantime, attempting to alleviate 
overcrowding at ASFS by simply redrawing boundaries disrupts our current school community 
and creates other issues that can only be addressed by providing additional seats to the 
orange/silver line metro corridor. 
 
Accordingly, we respectfully urge the County Board and the School Board to allocate the 
two eastern buildings (numbers 1439 and 1435) on the Buck property to ASFS for its 
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expansion by the fall of 2019.  By adding additional ASFS seats at the Buck property, ASFS 
will be able to retain all the student population that is currently zoned to it, students who 
transferred in as a result of living in one of the old Team School attendance zones and include 
students from a walk zone around ASFS, to be defined by APS.  Furthermore, since minimal 
investment will be required to transform the buildings on the Buck property for elementary 
school use, if a decision is taken at this time, this expansion may be accomplished as soon as the 
fall of 2019, when ASFS’s school population is expected to expand even further.  
 
We propose to utilize the current ASFS school facility for the “Lower” school, and to utilize the 
buildings on the Buck property for the “Upper” school.  Buses will continue to pick up and drop 
off students on Lincoln Street which will allow students from both sides of the street to access 
their common transportation at the same location.  The “Upper” and “Lower” schools will be run 
as parts of one school under the same school administration.  Both buildings on the Buck 
property were built in 1986, are in good repair, and should require minimal capital costs to 
reconfigure.  The eastern most building (1439) was recently used for APS instruction and can be 
readily adapted to elementary school classrooms.  The Dynamic Gymnastics building (1435) 
would serve the dual-role of providing gymnasium space as well as cafeteria/multi-purpose room 
uses.  
 
This is an opportune interim solution to manage capacity until an additional neighborhood 
elementary school is allocated within the midst of this metro corridor school community to also 
serve this high growth population.  Upon such time, the County will have retained the flexibility 
to use this portion of the Buck site for other developments as only a modest amount of valuable 
tax payer dollars would have been expended to expand ASFS temporarily on this site.  
 
Thank you for your continued support of ASFS.  Our Committee has unanimously agreed on this 
interim solution and it is our hope that you take it under serious consideration.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Arlington Science Focus School’s PTA Special Committee for Elementary School Planning 
Initiatives 
 
Lisa Anbinder 
Ed Berenbaum 
Greg Englerth 
Dima Hakura 
Patrick Kelly 
Kendra Liebert 
Heather McIntire 
Kate Merrill 
Dena Porter 
Sean Schmergel 
Puja Valiyll 
Melis Varban 
 
 
 


